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Interest re-emerging
in high tech studies
By Susan Hickman
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According to statistics prepared by
Carleton’s dean of engineering and dehile local universities crunch sign, Rafik Goubran, more than a thouthe numbers of new students sand students are enrolled in first-year
coming into
engineering courses, intheir computer engiaerospace, bio“When we talked cluding
neering and science
medical, civil, environto students
programs, Ottawa’s
mental, mechanical, artechnology industry is
and industrial
graduating last chitecture
crying out for skilled
design. Three hundred
workers to fill emerging spring they were of those students are
sectors in such fields as telling us they all registered in the engidigital gaming, cleanneering IT programs of
had job offers. communications, electech and life sciences.
“We’ve had an inThe co-op office trical, computer, softcrease in civil, meware and engineering
is telling us they physics. Another 125
chanical and chemical
engineering.
Those
could place a lot are pursuing a bachelor
programs are growing
of information technolat a moderate pace. more students in ogy at the Information
But fewer students are
high-tech. There Technology School,
interested in getting
which offers an interinto (the high-tech) is a lot of demand active multimedia and
programs. And we are
design (IMD) program
out there for
having a hard time reand a network technolcruiting master’s and graduates of those ogy (NET) program
doctoral students in
in collaboration with
programs.”
the high-tech disciAlgonquin College,
plines,” says uOttawa’s engineering geared towards the high-tech industry
dean Claude Laguë.
and current trends.
Since the bubble burst, fewer stuTwo new programs – a bachelor of
dents have been entering uOttawa’s engineering in biomedical and mechanSchool of Information
ical engineering and a
Technology and Engiprogram in sustainable
neering (SITE) to study
and renewable energy
computer science, comengineering – are also
puter engineering and software engi- starting at Carleton this fall. The susneering since the high-tech boom at tainable and renewable energy engithe turn of the millennium. Neverthe- neering program, which has attracted
less, compared to last year there has nearly three dozen students, is the first
been about a 20%-25%
of its kind in Canada,
increase of students
and is a multidiscicoming into these three
plinary program involvprograms this fall.
ing all four engineerCarleton University is witnessing ing departments. It is offered in two
a surge in engineering students in gen- streams: smart technologies for power
eral, and, surprising to them this year, generation and distribution, or efficient
a two-thirds increase in the demand energy generation and conversion.
for the software engineering program.
More, see High tech studies, page 4
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Fixing the investment cog
By James Bowen

O

ttawa has a reputation as a tech
generating engine. But lately,
it’s been said, the engine is
throwing sparks and needs a major overhaul. Terry Matthews, instrumental in
building much of the local tech scene,
recently wondered aloud whether it will
all be only a memory in a decade or so.
Tech investment is drying up; the old
wheels of funding are no longer spinning.
Something needs to be done! is the cry
being heard throughout the valley. But
some folks are taking out their wrenches
and rolling up their sleeves…
The general partner of large USbased venture capital firm knowledgeable about Ottawa investment, has
some choice words: “The sick adversarial nature between (Ottawa’s) VCs
and angels is chasing money away…”
It’s his contention that early-stage investors here are accepting evaluations
that are too high, crippling later-stage
investors who have been left with too
small a slice of the pie.
“The worst sin is that many (Ottawa) entrepreneurs and angels assume
they understand venture capital. They
do not,” insists our VC, who wishes
to remain anonymous… [Large VC
firms] will not invest in locations that structure needs to address the risk el- investor now looks to companies that
present ignorance issues like this… ement of their investments appropri- are closer to home. A venture capitalist
It’s hard to babysit a problem child ately. “People think this is resolved in Silicon Valley will invest in compawith an attitude at a distance.”
but its not, and government is not nies in Silicon Valley.”
Says venture capitalist Pat DiPietro, moving to solve the high tax rate on
On the need for early investment:
managing GM, Vengrowth Asset Man- risk capital.”
“In Canada we don’t have many invesagement, “No one is making
tors interested in A-round
money. Companies are doing
funding, and US investors
“The worst sin is that many (Ottawa)
poorly compared to what inwon’t lead a ‘Canadian’
vestors expect, and investors entrepreneurs and angels assume they A- round. So we have a
are adopting a wait-and-see
serious gap right at the
attitude. They want to see a understand venture capital. They do not.” start of the investment
glimpse of a turnaround becycle,” according to Mr.
fore they are willing to invest further.”
On costs: “It used to be cheaper to DiPietro, who adds that Canadian inApart from low returns, he points to hire people in Canada for R&D and for vestors need to fill that gap.
three other major weaknesses that need management. And with the government
Mr. DiPietro has been beating the
to be addressed: taxes, costs, and a lack tax credits and the favourable exchange drum about these issues since 2003, tryof initial round investors.
rate, Canadian R&D was half the cost ing to spur government to make the necOn the issue of taxes, he says that of US R&D,” he points out. “But that essary changes, but with little success.
in order to motivate investors the tax isn’t the case anymore. So naturally an “Natural resources are still considered
the bread and butter of the country – oil
is the big focus at the moment. Meanwhile intellectual property is being funded, developed and then sold too early.”
He draws an analogy: “We are buying a
gallon of paint, painting a wall and then
trying to sell the house. But this might
actually create a lower sale value because
who wants to buy a half-painted house?
More, see Investment cog, page 4

INSIDE THIS MONTH tech is once again left wanting at the ballot box says DENZIL DOYLE on
Page 2. NANCY CLARK explains on Page 6 how culture permeates the organization and what
can be done to change it. Blogscanner BOB JANELLE, Page 7, describes politicians learning to
get social. And ANDREW WAITMAN looks for who’s succeeding in tough times. ORBITS
featuring who’s moving around are on Page 2. NUGGETS of tech company news start on Page 3.
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PEOPLE ON THE MOVE IN HIGH TECH

Brian Aitken
is formally named VP of finance, CFO
and treasurer of NAV CANADA, having acted in that position since July. Mr.
Aitken joined NAV
CANADA in 2002
as director of finance
and in 2007 was
named assistant VP
of finance. Previously
he was chief financial
officer at Calian Technology Ltd., following stints as VP of treasury at Domtar Inc., and CFO at E.B. Eddy Ltd.
Mr. Aitken holds a Bcom with joint honours in accounting and economics from
McGill., and completed the executive
program at Western. He is a member of
the Ontario and Canadian Institutes
of Chartered Accountants and the Financial Executives Institute.

David Brown
is named VP of engineering and GM
at the Ottawa office of Neterion Inc.
Mr. Brown is a veteran engineer in the
semiconductor, systems and software
industries, with 20
years of experience
in both startup and
large organizations.
He has spent most
of the past decade
in leadership roles at
early-stage technology companies LoBenn (president) and MKC Networks
(GM and COO). He has also led large
engineering teams as GM at Cadence
and CEO at West End Systems. Mr.
Brown spent the majority of his early
career moving up the ranks at Mitel,
ultimately leading its IC development
team. He received his education at
Calgary’s Southern Alberta Institute
of Technology, in the electronics engineering technologist program. His
interests: “Successful business organization, learning new things, computers, hiking, skating, what happens to
aging engineers, genetics, computer
games, the Internet, peer-to-peer communications, space exploration, world
history and my family.”

Dr. Paul Dick,
former COO of Eli Lilly division
Naturagen Health Solutions, is
named CEO of chemistry products
maker Chemaphor Inc. He succeeds
Dr. Graham Burton, who will remain with the company as president.
Dr. Dick has spent more than 20 years
in the pharmaceutical industry. He
holds a veterinary degree with advanced training in infectious diseases
and immunology, and has experience
in product development, regulatory
affairs, government relations, quality
control and general management.

Ryan Gibson
joins TekSource Canada as senior
recruitment manager. Mr. Gibson has
extensive experience in the high tech
recruitment industry. Most recently,
2 www.nationalcapitalscan.ca

he served as director of technical recruiting at Procom. Mr. Gibson has a
diploma in facilities management from
Algonquin College. A sports fan, he
plays competitive volleyball and follows the NHL and NFL. He enjoys hiking and camping and is an avid reader.

Dave Hanson
joins telecommunications consulting
firm The Attain Group. Mr. Hanson is
the founder and owner of Consolidated
Communications
Inc., Netricom Inc.,
and, most recently,
Plus
Technology
Group. He is both a
registered communications distribution
designer and a certified professional
designer. With his hiring the company
expands its expertise in low-voltage
systems, including security systems,
audio-visual systems, multimedia and
access control systems. Mr. Hanson
enjoys curling and golfing, and is a
volunteer with many CHEO Foundation fundraising events throughout the
year.

Caroline Redekopp,
a former news anchor at the NewRO,
is appointed sales manager for Alcea
Technologies Inc.’s
software division. A
15-year veteran of
Ottawa’s entertainment/communications
community,
Ms. Redekopp holds
a bachelor’s degree
in political science
from Carleton and a certificate in
radio and television production from
Algonquin College. She enjoys travelling, photography and writing, and
is currently working on an autobiography she hopes will be published in
the new year.

Roger Shindell
joins interactive voice response solutions provider Vocantas Inc. as president of the company’s US operations
in Chicago. He will
focus initially on
addressing the increasing demand for
remote care delivery, for which the
company’s CallAssure has special applications. With
more than two decades of experience
in the healthcare IT sector, Mr. Shindell comes to Vocantas via competitor
Health eTechnologies, where he was
president and CEO. Both an advisor to
and principal in a number of technology service and manufacturing companies, he is also president of the board at
A Silver Lining Foundation, a philanthropic organization which helps to
ensure access and treatment options
for medically underserved individuals
affected by cancer. Mr. Shindell has
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an undergraduate degree in biology,
biochemistry and physiology, from
Washington State University, and a
master’s in economics from the University of Idaho. He enjoys traveling
his family traveling, fly-fishing, rockclimbing and hiking.

Anastasia Valentine
joins SpotOn Systems Inc. as VP, innovation and market development. Ms.
Valentine has over 18
years of experience in
the computer software
industry, 10 spent at
Cognos, where she
managed
products
from the idea stage
through to customer
adoption. Ms. Valentine has also held positions at Adobe
Systems, SHL Systemhouse and Corel.
She is the author of Nature’s Creatures,
a children’ language introduction book,
and is a strong advocate of children’s
literacy and multilingualism. She is currently earning a bachelor’s degree, with
a concentration in law and justice, at
Laurentian University.

Silect Software Inc.
Juli Ackerman is Silect Software Inc.’s
new vice-president of corporate development and will also join the company’s
board of directors. Ms. Ackerman brings
over 22 years’ experience in the software
industry, having held positions in software development, marketing, product
management, sales, mergers and acquisitions and business development. From
1997 through 2005, she was an executive at Quest Software and held several
key senior management roles including
vice-president of corporate development
during the highest growth period of the
company. Prior to Quest, Ms. Ackerman
held several sales, marketing and development management positions for Computer Associates/Legent Corp. as well
as system engineering for Electronic
Data Systems. Karla Mulder will lead
Silect’s marketing group in her role as
director of marketing. She brings over a
decade of communications experience,
including her recent tenure at Quest
Software as director of Microsoft Alliance marketing.

NATIONAL CAPITAL SCAN
IS PRINTED ON
RECYCLED
NEWSPRINT

Another vote, another decision
without high tech on the agenda
What Mr. Layton (and his colleagues
in the other parties) should
be doing is developing
programs and policies that would create more head offices
DENZIL DOYLE
that can make such decisions on their own. That will
require a massive restructuring of our
financing industry, all the way from the
t looks like another federal elec- angels to the banks.
tion campaign is about to go into
One topic that should have attracted
the history books without any some discussion during the election
significant attention having been campaign is
paid to the country’s high technolCanada’s science and technology
ogy industry. That is a pity, because (S&T) strategy. Announced by the
if there ever was a time when Canadi- Prime Minister at a speech in Waterloo
ans should be made
on May 17, 2007, it
aware of the potenhas attracted very
That lack of
tial of technology
little attention outattention [to the
as an instrument of
side the federal
economic diversi- federal S&T strategy] government. That
fication, that time
lack of attention on
on the part of the the part of the highis now. We are far
too dependent on high-tech industries tech industries and
the resource industhe trade associaand the trade
tries for our exports
tions that represent
and we have too
them is a mistake,
associations that
many one-industry
because it is a good
represent them is a strategy. It is based
towns.
To be fair, Jack mistake, because it is on the achievement
Layton, the leader
of a people advana good strategy.
of the NDP party,
tage, a knowledge
did propose a proadvantage, and an
gram aimed at making the country’s entrepreneurial advantage through the
manufacturing sector more innova- exploitation of technology.
tive. However, he did not go into the
While on a visit to Industry Candetails of how it would be imple- ada a few weeks ago, I came across a
mented. What he must understand chart that explains the advantages and
is that our manufacturing sector is lists the policies and programs that
dominated by branch plants and that apply to each. For example, under the
decisions about trying out new ideas box labeled Entrepreneurial Advanare not made in branch plants but at tage is one labeled Business Developcorporate
headment and under it is
quarters in other
Our manufacturing a policy box labeled
places. In selling
Foster a Leadinghis idea to a multi- sector is dominated
edge Financial Sysnational enterprise,
tem and another laby branch plants
he would have to
beled Stimulate the
identify an innova- and decisions about Supply of Venture
tion opportunity in
Capital. The chart
trying out new
a Canadian branch
has about sixty
ideas are not made such boxes that go
plant and then go
with the manager
down to the level
in branch plants
of that plant to the
of actions that have
but at corporate
corporate
headalready been taken
quarters and sell it
(e.g. College and
headquarters in
to a senior execuCommunity Innovaother places.
tive committee.
tion Pilot Program).
They would reIt is not clear how
ceive a cordial reception, but they the chart got originated, but it is to be
would be told there is no way that hoped that it had plenty of input from
the Canadian plant would be al- the private sector and the trade assolowed to pursue such a strategy on ciations that represent it. Because of
its own, no matter how much money the extreme importance of diversifythe Canadian government throws at ing Canada’s economy, it is also to be
their feet. They would be informed hoped that every one of the political
that both R&D and production engi- candidates in this campaign has read
neering are centralized functions and it. Somehow or other, I feel that those
those are the functions that would be may be false hopes.
responsible for any significant innoGuru in one guise, angel in anvation strategy. They would also be other, Denzil Doyle is a member
told that any pilot program would be of the Order of Canada, a profesinitiated closer to home and that the sional engineer, founder and former
results would be made available to CEO of Digital Equipment Corp. in
all of the company’s plants. In effect, Canada, company director, mentor,
the Canadian incentive would go to- consultant, investor and author of
ward modernizing several plants, the best-selling ‘Making Technolmost of which would be outside the ogy Happen’. He can be reached at
country.
ddoyle@doyletechcorp.com.
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Vocantas solution
attends Algonquin

Marcus Leech, Manager, Security Standards for Nortel, speaks to students from All Saints High
School about the technical capabilities of the XO computer and the role that Nortel plays in the ongoing development of the one laptop per child initiative during the first full day of the High School
Technology Program held at the IBM Software Lab in Kanata.

Program for future tech workers
Twenty one digital media students
from All Saints HS are the first players in a pilot program to renew student
interest in technology careers. Ottawa
Centre for Research and Innovation, seeing ongoing low registration
in computer and tech-related courses
in post-secondary schools, has developed the program along with Ontario
Centres of Excellence and corporate
partners IBM, RIM and others. All
Saints and Earl of March schools
were selected to start because they
have easier bussing to the corporate
labs and workshops where the program
is centred. Earl of March students will

participate in the second semester
program starting in February. If the
pilot is considered successful, the
program may be extended citywide
and even throughout the province.
OCRI says the program will reassure
students that the technology sector is
now stable and no longer the industry
that caused so much uncertainty and
concern for their parents. Says OCRI
president and CEO Jeffrey Dale,
“The technology sector in Ottawa
is resilient. The diversification that
we’ve witnessed over the past several years presents an unprecedented
number of career options. Digital

Carleton student
verifies record prime
For those of us who need a moment
or two to recall what a prime number
is, then require a minute or so more
to mentally check off the easy ones
before hitting 29 and wondering if it
is indeed only divisible by the number one and itself, to hear that some-

CPC Capital Partners II, a capital
pool company, launches a new VC
fund with up to $5 million to invest in
early-stage companies. CPC Ventures
Fund is open to companies of various
kinds that are seeking public listing
and access to public venture capital.
“James Edward and our partners are
pleased to announce the formation of
this new fund,” says Patrick Power,
president of Ottawa-based James Edward Capital Corp., corporate cofounder of Capital Partners II. “With
the scarcity of private venture capital,
we are confident that this fund will
attract many high quality emerging
growth companies that are seeking
public venture capital financing and
provide superior returns to our investors.” A number of successful Ottawa-based tech companies have been
established with help from similar
capital pool companies, including Allen-Vanguard, Nuvo Network Management and InBusiness Solutions.
More, see Nuggets, page 7

mathematical world, this is like an
Olympic event where everyone is trying to beat the last record.” In those
terms, the new record makes Mr. Gilchrist a seven-time medalist. Over
the years, he has helped to verify six
other record-breaking primes.

Cutting and
Restructuring
Debt-ridden Allen-Vanguard Inc. is
cutting staff by approximately 15%
as part of a restructuring plan meant
to save money. The defence products
maker, which saw its stock plummet in September after it disclosed it
might miss a quarterly loan payment,
says it is slashing its workforce of
660 by 102 people. Among those losing their jobs are 30 workers in Ottawa and Pembroke. The move will
save $6.5 million annually, though it
will initially result in a $4.6 million
restructuring charge in this year’s
Q4, the company reports. Since
the September announcement, Allen-Vanguard has been given a onemonth extension to come up with the
$10 million due on its $200 million
line of credit.

gaming, design, security, cleantech
and life sciences are just a few of the
emerging technology sectors in the
city. Ottawa is not limited to telecommunications and that is the message
that we need to get out to our students
if we are going to increase the number of skilled technology workers for
Ottawa-based businesses.” Over the
course of the school year, participating students will learn about the tech
sector as they travel one day a week
to labs, conferences and workshops
organized by participating partners
RIM, Nortel, Carleton, uOttawa,
Algonquin College and IBM.

Algonquin College implements an
interactive voice response (IVR)
solution from Ottawa-based Vocantas Inc. designed to help response
in the unlikely event of a pandemic
sweeping the resident population.
The school is using the turnkey solution to identify the lifecycle stage
of influenza and other infectious
diseases and track the origins of an
outbreak. Algonquin recently conducted trials of the IVR solution,
which automatically contacted test
subjects by phone and recorded answers to a number of questions specifically designed to help create a
response plan. “This system allows
us to quickly and accurately gauge
our residents’ health status, and has
enhanced our ability to effectively
respond in the event of a pandemic,” says Robert Gillett, president
of Algonquin. “Vocantas’ proficiency with healthcare applications has
proven to be highly instrumental in
the successful implementation of
the system.”

Capital pool open
and ready to splash

one has confirmed the existence of a
prime number with 12.9 million digits is beyond comprehension. But that
is exactly what Carleton PhD student
Jeff Gilchrist has done. A member
of Great Internet Mersenne Prime
Search, the international team that
discovered the number – the largest
prime ever found – Mr. Gilchrist, 32,
personally verified the figure over 16
days using one of Carleton’s supercomputers. The astounding find, credited to a computing manager at U of
California, qualifies for a $100,000
award from a US computer group for
being the first discovered prime number with over 10 million digits. Mr.
Gilchrist, as checker, will not receive
any of the prize money but is happy
to share in the glory. “It’s very exciting for me,” says the systems and
computer engineering student. “In the
www.nationalcapitalscan.ca
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Dean Goubran has noticed a sigCarleton’s co-operanificant increase in the demand for tive program is placing
software engineering compared to last 100% of its IT students
year, and has admitted 45 students to in jobs, but where they
Carleton’s first year.
go has changed, says
“I think they are
Goubran.
starting to feel that
“The landscape for
there are still a lot of
high-tech has changed
jobs in the informafrom eight years ago,”
tion technology field.
he says. “Co-op stuIt is quite a pleasant
dents are getting jobs
surprise to us.”
everywhere, but the
Demand for Carleton’s biomedi- trend is different. Lots
cal electrical program has also been are going into smallRafik Goubran
“spectacular. The biomedical program and medium-sized en- Claude Laguë
was introduced at Carleton two years terprises, rather than
Mr. Vaillancourt notes that enrolment
ago and started with 13 students. Last the large corporations. During the
year, it had 30 and now 41 are pursuing high-tech boom, there were two or in the bachelor of computer engineering program at UQO, which is offered
a master’s degree. Similarly a biomedi- three dominant companies.”
cal mechanical engineering program
Jeffrey Dale, president and CEO in French, has increased nearly 20% to
introduced at uOttawa in 2006 attracted of OCRI, points out that Ottawa is not 35 students over the last three years, but
the bachelor of computer sciences has
45 new students this year.
limited to telecommunications.
Carleton’s computer engineering is
“The diversification we’ve wit- been steadily declining, from 418 studrawing increasingly more students, but nessed over the past several years dents in 2000 to 126 currently.
only at a moderate pace and in numbers presents an unprecinadequate to meet industry needs.
edented amount of
Dean Laguë, who believes the bust career options. Digof 2001 hit the Ottawa area particularly ital gaming, design,
“This situation,” he says, “is being
hard and resulted in a falling interest in security, cleantech and life sciences
pursuing technology, has been warning are just a few of the emerging tech- addressed through increased joint efforts with colleges aiming at making
that the message of the coming short- nology sectors in the city.”
the high technology proage of high-tech workfessions more appealing
ers has to come from
“The diversification we’ve witnessed
to youth.”
industry, which should
over the past several years presents an
Meanwhile master’s
be promoting careers in
and
doctoral programs in
the field.
unprecedented amount of career options.
computer sciences have
“When we talked to
students graduating last Digital gaming, design, security, cleantech remained fairly stable
at UQO after peaking in
spring,” he adds, “they
and life sciences are just a few of the
2005, but Vaillancourt
were telling us they all
emerging technology sectors in the city.” is anticipating increases
had job offers. The coover the next few years
op office is telling us
they could place a lot more students in
Dale made this comment at the end as international students respond to inhigh-tech. There is a lot of demand out of September when OCRI announced vitations from professors for research
there for graduates of those programs.” an industry-led initiative to re-establish collaborations.
UQO is federally funded for its
Dean Goubran says he has had sev- computer engineering and computer
eral meetings with the Conference science engineering as viable career op- research in computer sciences, enBoard of Canada and industry part- tions in the minds of students. (For more gineering, mathematics, cyberpsychology and business administraners and “it is very obvious that these on this initiative, see Nuggets, P. 5.)
industries are expecting to hire a lot
In Quebec, universities are mak- tion.
“I expect this strength will conmore of our graduates in the future. Al- ing joint efforts with the provincial
most all are saying there will be a major government to create buzz around tribute to a further increase in the
skill shortage in the next few years.
the high-technology professions and enrolment of our graduate pro“There’s a huge need for any of specifically in the area of computer grams,” says Vaillancourt, who
the engineering programs and for IT sciences, says Jean Vaillancourt, points out that more than a third of
in general. Industry expects they will president of the Université du Qué- the university’s programs are at the
graduate level.
need more in the future.”
bec en Outaouais (UQO).
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Investment cog ...from page 1
So American companies are picking off
good companies because we are not putting in the money to finish the job,” he
laments. “These issues should have been
solved years ago.”
Michelle Scarborough, VP of
investment and commercialization
at the Ottawa Centre for Research
and Innovation, agrees with Mr.
DiPietro that the problem for Ottawa
companies lies in the lack of investment for the full funding cycle. She
sees a need to establish “the right
economic conditions” to encourage
local investment. To that end, she and
OCRI are inviting people from outside the region to share their expertise and to invest, as well as showcasing the capital’s strengths to foreign
investment communities. “OCRI is
supporting the need and desire to
create syndicates and co-investment
deals in Ottawa,” says Ms. Scarborough.
Andrew Fisher, executive vice
president at VC and business advisor
Wesley Clover Corporation, points
Michelle Scarborough
out some of the fundamental weaknesses with Ottawa company busi- mass of companies that can work
ness plans that he has seen over the together.” says Mr. Fisher. “The ecosystem idea is necessary in order to
years.
“In the nineties, it was the ‘hock- build critical mass and critical mass
ey stick approach’ to growth – plans is necessary to have a portfolio. Once
thrown together with a long-term a portfolio is created, paths to the
investment requirement before any market are in place.”
But with new business models
revenue potential. That just doesn’t
comes new probplay today,” he
VCs embarkasserts.
“Today
“In Canada we don’t lems.
ing on a ‘complethe time to revhave many investors mentary portfolio’
enue has to be
may be
shorter, there has
interested in A-round approach
caught between
to be less upfront
funding, and US
using scarce cash
cash needed and
support their
yet I still see too
investors won’t lead a to
existing portfolio
many companies
‘Canadian’ A-round.” and trying to build
that want $2 mila new one. Also,
lion to $3 million
without a line of sight to revenue or new portfolios require new strategic partners, often on a global scale,
a customer.”
He says, however, that the problem which brings us back to the tax issue.
“Section 116 of government legisn’t the entrepreneur’s alone, and that
islation forced foreign VCs to report
VCs must take some of the rap.
“The VCs have done a poor job investments made in Canada to the tax
department,” says
of adapting to
Fisher. “Needthe new business
There are at least 3 Mr.
less to say this has
models.
They
new VC funds trying deterred many
used to be able to
VCs from
cherry-pick
opto get off the ground foreign
investing here in
portunities (those
in Ottawa. One is
Canada.”
with high returns
Ending on a posand low risk), and
looking for media
itive note, after all
they expected high
management fees. opportunities, another this slagging of the
Now they need to is focusing on defence/ local investment
climate: According
get involved, they
need to help com- security and the third to Mr. Fisher there
are at least three
panies grow,” Mr.
is into clean tech/
new VC funds curFisher insists.
clean energy.
rently trying to get
He says that prioff the ground in
or to 2000, investing was easier. Now “the ‘details’ must Ottawa. One is looking opportunities
be there, the global focus and manage- in online social networking, another is
ment track record must be there, and focusing on defence/security and the
companies need proof points, goals third is hoping to invest in clean tech/
that, when achieved, tell management clean energy.
James Bowen, PhD, PMP, CMC is
and investors that the company is on
an Ottawa technology entrepreneur
the right path.”
For VCs, the new millennium and adjunct professor at uOttawa’s
brought new business models, like Telfer School of Management. If you
building a portfolio of companies have ideas for future market or techthat complement each other. “It’s all nology focused articles, send them to
about ecosystems, gaining a critical jbowen@ces.on.ca

Luz Osorio and Phong Nguyen
Undergraduate engineering students Luz
Osorio and Phong Nguyen teamed up this
year to undertake a senior research project.
Working in close collaboration, they created a
medical device called a pulse oximeter. The
pulse oximeter shines light through tissue and
measures the rate of light absorption in order
to determine oxygen levels in the blood. “The
device has numerous applications,” explains
Phong. “It can be used to monitor patients
during surgery or childbirth, as well as high
performance athletes and pilots.”
All engineering students, regardless of their
area of specialization, complete a fourthyear project on a special topic of interest.
The study is guided by a professor but
completed independently by teams, usually
composed of two to eight students. “This kind
of project prepares you for a professional
work environment in a very real way,” says
Luz. “The team has to pace itself well, divide
up the work, submit progress reports and
problem solve together over the course of the
year.”
Although it took most of the year to complete,
this project came with a few extra rewards
for Luz and Phong. Not only did they win
a departmental competition for their work,
they went on to win a university-wide contest
followed by a third-place finish competing
against Eastern Ontario universities.

carleton.ca/engineering-design
www.nationalcapitalscan.ca
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Change can happen on the job but only if culture is counted
Dr. Linda Duxbury is one of
Canada’s leading workplace health researchers and has done
a vast amount of
research on change
NANCY CLARK
management and organizational culture. Her
research has shown that corporate change can take from five to ten
years depending on the kind of change
our organization is stating that being implemented.
Most organizations do not have the
it’s going to change the corporate cultural. No problem, you patience to take this time to really
bring about change. Leaders move on
just have to wait it out and that idea and the new leaders have their own
will drift by the wayside – just like all initiatives to undertake, without seeof the previous “change initiatives”.
ing the previously prescribed changes
We should start by understanding what through. One of the keys to successful
organizational culture is. Culture, in par- change is stable leadership. Employee
ticular corporate culture, is the personality and management workloads are overof the company. When you get to know whelming most of the time, which resomeone you can then describe personal- sults in lack of time to really learn and
ity. He is stubborn, she is friendly etc. apply any change. It is simply easier
Corporate culture is essentially the same and quicker to behave the way we
as someone’s personality. This company always do. Cultural change around an
supports its employees, encourages new
ideas, hires the brightest, etc. It is the pattern of shared beliefs and values and a set
of certain norms of behaviour.
Once employees have been working By Robert Janelle
for the same organization for years it
is often difficult for them to be able to
n a week, Canadians will be heading
see and describe the organizational culto the polls to decide the make up of
ture for it all seems so normal to them.
a new government. With Ottawa’s
One way to find out about a company’s
culture is to ask all of the new hires. tech sector still in recovery mode, it
Employees with fresh eyes are still ad- would seem more important than ever to
justing to the ‘norm’.
examine where the major parties stand
Understanding corporate culture is in the issues of high-tech.
often overlooked by leaders when they
Since Stephen Harper’s Conservahave a change that they wish to imple- tives took power in early 2006, there
ment. Most change initiatives fail when has been an S&T Strategy announced
an organization introduces a change but largely unimplemented (see Loud
into the ‘old’ culture and leaders do not and Clear, page 2), and two other techconsistently walk the talk nor under- related milestones.
stand employees’ view of the existing
First, there was Industry Canada’s
culture. There are many reasons why wireless spectrum auction, where a
change initiatives fail.
chunk of spectrum was set aside for

On The Job

Y

organization’s values will often fail by all levels of management. Corporations emotion brought on by the death of a
not measuring values such as integrity need to view change resistors, not as a loved one: denial, anger, employees
and respect. Employees watch what roadblock, but as a guide. Listen to their may try to bargain a way out. But with
organizations focus on, what is mea- concerns and let them poke all the holes time and care to communicate clearly,
sured, what has resources deployed to in your plan as they can. They’ll have they will eventually come to accept
it and who gets promoted. What they many ideas or issues you may not have change and make it part of the norm.
see is what they will emulate if they thought of. You should always appreciate It’ll take some doing, particularly in an
want to get ahead.
enterprise with a deeply
To be successful in
ingrained ‘personalEmployees watch what organizations
implementing organizaity’, but where there is
tional change some funa sense of urgency, with
focus on, what is measured, what has
damental factors need to
a compelling mission, a
be in place. An organizaresources deployed to it and who gets clear vision and guidtion needs leaders able to
ing values, change can
communicate what has promoted. What they see is what they will happen.
to be changed and why.
Nancy Clark, presiemulate if they want to get ahead.
That leadership needs to
dent and CEO of Enbe in place for the long
avance Consulting
haul and must be able to inspire the the naysayers telling you what’s wrong Inc., is an HR development profestroops and answer “what’s in it for with the idea. At least you have a chance sional who has been through every
me” at all levels of the organization. to address it change with these people, un- mill from the explosive growth of JDS
Good management is also required to like the silent, passive-aggressive worker Uniphase in the late ‘90s to a govdetermine how change is going to be who keeps quiet but wants nothing to do ernment agency in reorg mode, with
implemented.
with adopting the change.
stops at Marconi, Iogen and other hot
Communication of change needs to be
The stages of resistance to change spots in between. She can be reached
regular and two-way with employees and actually follow the same pattern of at nancy_clark@primus.ca

They see a future for Canada without any tech to speak of

I

new entrants, creating new competition
in the Canadian wireless communications industry. The auction also added
several billion unexpectyed dollars to
the federal treasury when bids for spectrum went skyward.
The second was Bill C-61, to amend
the Copyright Act. The bill was derided for leaning heavily in favour of
copyright holders and not providing a
reasonable balance for consumer rights.
While it provided stronger protection for
content creators in the digital age, critics
claimed it would criminalize common
consumer activities like time-shifting
television programs and downloading
music from CDs to MP3 players.
Those frustrated with the bill began signing up for the protest group

on Facebook called Fair Copyright
for Canada, which now has more than
92,000 members.
Bill C-61 died on the order paper
with the election call. But it could be
tabled again if Conservatives form the
new government. Reports from Industry
Minister Jim Prentice’s office is that
Bill-61 is still the direction they plan
to follow.
That said, where is Mr. Harper’s
party planning to take technology if
re-elected? Going with what has been
announced at the halfway point of the
campaign, the answer seems to be: not
much. The platform is very light on
technology.
Despite the criticisms of Bill C-61
as anti-consumer, consumer protection
is actually very high on the agenda.
Following the decision of wireless telecom providers Bell Mobility and Telus
Mobility to begin charging users for
incoming text messages, the Conservatives have stated
that they plan to
ban charges for
unsolicited commercial text messages. Along with
ensuring consumers aren’t paying
for spam on their
cell phones, they’ve
also promised to introduce anti-spam
legislation based
on the recommendations of the Anti-Spam Task Force
from 2004.
At the Conservative party website
there are also proposals to crack down
on computer viruses, identity theft and
phishing schemes (tricking users into
entering personal information using, for
example, a phony bank web site.)
Stephane Dion and the Liberals also
come up a little light on high-tech issues. Going along with their much publicized environmental reforms, what
tech is there is heavily focused on the
greenside.
First off are “smart tax incentives”
to assist businesses in adopting green
technology by “accelerating the capital
cost allowance rates for green investments.”
Along with investments in green tech,
there’s also a plan to subsidize the introduction of technology to rural Canada.
The Liberal platform offers rebates to

farmers, truckers and fishermen who
“invest in technologies that reduce their
fuel consumption and emissions.”
Rural Canada is also the focus of
another Liberal technological promise,
the extension of broadband service to
non-urban and remote areas.
By way of contrast with the lighton-tech platforms of Liberals and
Conservatives, the New Democrat
election platform addresses many tech
issues head on. Looking at green tech,
the NDP is would create a “GreenCollar Jobs Fund” of $750 million
per year to retrain workers displaced
by strict environmental controls to
install and maintain energy efficient
technology.
Also addressed in the NDP platform is
the issue of net neutrality. According to
their platform document, they’ll “protect
everyday Canadians’ right to freely access the Internet content of their choice
– at a flat rate and
with clear and
transparent rules.”
The NDP also state
that they’ll end the
practise of “bandwidth throttling”
by Internet service
providers.
Finally, the NDP
also goes at the
copyright reform
issue head-on, stating that new legislation would ensure
fair compensation
to creators while addressing consumer
concerns.
Not surprisingly, the main mention
of technology in the Green Party’s platform comes from investments in green
tech, with a strong focus on low-carbon
emission technology.
Similar to the Liberal proposals, tax
incentives for companies that switch to
more environmentally friendly technologies are high on the list of changes. The
Green Party makes no direct mention
of copyright reform in official policy
documents, but their support for net
neutrality is made clear.
One interesting nugget in their economic policy: the Greens would like to
switch government computer systems
to Free Open Source Software (FOSS)
solutions in order to cut costs by avoiding licence fees and ensuring the right
to freely modify the software to suit
department needs.

By way of contrast
with the light-on-tech
platforms of Liberals
and Conservatives,
the New Democrat
election platform
addresses many tech
issues head on.
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Doyle recognized by
Telecom Hall of Fame
Denzil J. (Denny) Doyle, chairman
of Doyletech Corp. and “father of Ottawa high tech,” is
chosen to receive
the Career Service Award from
Canada’s
Telecommunications
Hall of Fame. He
will be inducted
alongside
Sal
Iacono, recently
retired SVP, product marketing, Bell
Canada. Mr. Doyle has had a distinguished career in venture capital,
R&D and corporate management in
Ottawa’s high tech community. Under
his almost two-decades-long leadership at Digital Canada, the company
grew from a one-man operation into
one of the capital’s top corporations,
with sales of over $160 million annually. In 1982 he established Doyletech,
where he has been involved in the
startup and development of several
high tech firms and serves as an advisor to government. From 1995 to 2005
he was chairman of Capital Alliance
Ventures and has served on the boards
of Mitel, Newbridge and International Datacasting, among others. He
has written extensively on tech-related
matters as a columnist for national
capital SCAN and its predecessor, Silicon Valley North. His book, Making
Technology Happen, has influenced
thousands of tech investors and entrepreneurs. In recognition of his work in
technology commercialization, he was
invested as an Officer of the Order of
Canada in 2005. Sal Iacono joined
Bell in 1977 where he built an international reputation as a telecom demand
and price elasticity analyst and later
held director level marketing positions
at Bell and Stentor Resource Centre
Inc. Messrs Doyle and Iacono will be
inducted into the hall of fame at the
2008 Telecom Laureate Awards gala
on October 29 at the Canadian Museum of Civilization.

Cross-river connect
Ottawa-based Lumenera Corporation, a high performance imaging
solutions company, hooks up with
Gatineau’s Searidge Technologies to provide ground surveillance
at Abu Dhabi International Airport. Searidge, which specializes in
solutions and services for air traffic
control and airport operations, selected Lumenera’s Le165 network
camera for its IntelliDAR system
installation, which traffic controllers will use on runways to detect
and monitor traffic movement,
eliminate blind spots and prevent
crashes, as well as for security surveillance.

also raises safety by removing surveyors
and other workers from traffic.

Entering Russia
Bridgewater Systems’ subscriber
data management solution is chosen
by Scartel LLC, a Russian mobile
Internet provider, to help manage
customer services in Moscow and St.
Petersburg. Bridgewater’s solution
will support subscriber authentication,
authorization and accounting services
for Scartel, and help launch new services over the company’s WiMAX
network. Scartel hopes to have its new
service for the two cities and adjoining
areas, with a total population of more
than 20 million, in place by the end of
the year.

DND sale
C-COM Satellite Systems Inc. gets
an initial order for its iNetVu Mobile
antenna system from the Canadian
Department of National Defence.
“We are pleased to be able to add the
Canadian Armed Forces to our growing list of military customers, which
already include NATO forces in Europe as well as the US military worldwide, says president and CEO Leslie
Klein, adding that DND will use the
auto-deploy, vehicle mounted system
during military exercises for broadband connectivity over satellite, enabling Email, teleconferencing, VoIP
and fax services. C-COM is also providing DND with satellite airtime.

CDA sale
FreeBalance inks a deal to provide its
public financial management software
to the Capital Development Authority (CDA) of Islamabad, Pakistan.
The Ottawa-based company says the
new customer will use its FreeBalance Accountability Suite to support
all aspects of the CDA budget cycle,
including fund allocations, expenditures, revenues, procurement, fixed
assets, human resources and payroll.
The solution will be implemented with
assistance from Pakistani IT systems
integrator EGS. Established in 1960,
CDA has more than 14,000 employees
working in 50 directorates.

New cash for cleantech
Sustainable Development Technology Canada opens its 14th round of
funding, with a $550-million bankroll
to invest in cleantech through its SD
Tech Fund. “We want to hear from
clean technology developers across
Canada about the technology solutions
they bring to environmental issues,”
says Vicky J. Sharpe, president and
CEO of SDTC. “By providing entrepreneurs with early-stage funding when
it is most needed, SDTC helps propel
innovative clean technologies to commercialization, thereby building tomorrow’s industry leaders while tackling
our environmental challenges.” SDTC
is calling for applications promoting
tech for clean water, soil and air. SDTC,
initiated and funded by the federal government, has to date given $342 million
to approximately 150 clean technology
projects across the country. It is accepting statements of interest until Oct. 22.

Corel chops staff
Ottawa’s Corel Corp. reduces its workforce by 8%, axing some 90 positions
worldwide including about 20 locally.
The measure, which the software company says it took to streamline operations and focus on investment, will cost
Corel a one-time restructuring charge of
US$2.8 million in Q4. “Corel, like any
company, must make periodic adjustments to ensure we are running as efficiently as possible and that we are focusing our teams and resources on the areas
we believe offer the best opportunities
for growth,” says interim CEO Kris
Hagerman. “The actions we are taking today will enable us to expand our
sales and marketing activity in emerging
markets and enhance our E-commerce
offerings – just two of the areas where
we believe incremental investment will
improve both our financial performance
and our long-term competitive position
in the market.” Corel says it will provide
outplacement support for the severed
workers, as well as financial compensation. Management is currently seeking a
buyer for the company.

New African installs
DEA sale
Ambercore Software Inc., a provider
of spatial solutions and services, sells
its TITAN mobile laser scanning system to Portland, Oregon-based David
Evans and Associates (DEA) Inc.
DEA bought the system after road
testing it in highway survey projects
in Washington, Colorado and Oregon.
TITAN is used in highway design, collecting grading information while being
deployed at highway speeds. The system

Gatineau-based SolaCom Technologies receives an order from Ottawa’s
Intelcan for two Liberty-STAR voice
communication and control systems,
destined for the latter’s air traffic control operations in Central Africa.
The VCCS systems, including touchscreen operator positions, and radio
and telephone interfaces, are seen as
key to improving air traffic control in
the area, says SolaCom. The privatelyheld company has installed similar
systems in Algeria and Nigeria.
More, see Nuggets, page 8

Politicians learn to get social
while fighting off pranksters
Elizabeth May writing personally.
The Liberals have a stream
with announcements
for the whole party.
Most updates for
all parties consist of
ROBERT JANELLE
“Good rally in (insert
name of city here)” along with
links to press releases.
That said, even if they’re boring,
love elections, if only because it
seems that’s the one time normally it’s still important for public figures to
stiff politicians loosen up in order take an active social media role. Otherwise they risk having their identities
to appeal to the public.
In the age of social media, there usurped by online pranksters. Of course
are more ways than ever to show off a this happens anyway, leading to the
little personality and for this election, more lively fake political Twitter feeds,
with FakeJackLayit seems Canadian
ton lamenting that
politicians are takhis drug policy only
ing full advantage.
Visiting official party web sites, regular covers prescription drugs (“Quit harshblog readers will notice some famil- ing my buzz,” he tweets.)
Meanwhile, FakeSteveHarper posts
iar looking icons on the pages: blue
and purple circles linking to photo- a stream of sarcastic comments includsharing site Flickr, the blue letter “t” ing “Remember: Serious leaders wear
for Twitter, the YouTube logo and of blue sweaters.”
As gung-ho as parties have been
the “f” in the blue square representing
about social media this election, howFacebook.
However, I must admit I was really ever, it’s also been the downfall for
many candidates.
surprised to find a
There have been
link to aggregation
I can’t help but
a number of canservice FriendFeed
wonder if a few
didates hoist by
on the Conservatheir own postings
tive web site. Not
indiscretions
in the past, forced
only that, but the
archived online will to leave the race
link seems to go to
having written
Stephen Harper’s
be as scandalous in for
personal blog posts
personal Friendfuture elections. It
that were found offeed page as there
or for havare few election
seems there are few fensive
ing uploaded vidupdates. It’s mostly
college students
eos of themselves
shared RSS feeds
consuming illicit
of hockey blogs.
today (candidates
substances (in one
Definitely an incase, driving while
teresting way to tomorrow) who don’t
approach a social have drunken pictures under the influence of a hallucimedia campaign.
on their Facebook
nogenic.) ApparThe Conservatives
ently these aspiring
also took an interprofiles.
politicians weren’t
esting approach to
warned that once
the attack ad with
notaleader.ca, mocking Liberal leader something is on the Internet, it never
Stephane Dion, though most of the really goes away.
I can’t help but wonder if a few
features like “create your own antiDion ad” have since been removed or indiscretions archived online will be as
the links no longer work, making it a scandalous in future elections. It seems
pretty average attack site rather one there are few college students today
(candidates tomorrow) who don’t have
with any social aspect.
New Democratic Party leader Jack drunken pictures on their Facebook
Layton also has a Friendfeed page profiles.
What’s most surprising about all the
though he takes the more conventional
approach of using it to aggregate cam- ways social media is shaping this elecpaign news. The NDP does take on tion is that the politicians are using the
one interesting twist with their social tools at all. It will be interesting to see
media strategy with Orangeroom.ca. if Twitter and FriendFeed streams conIt’s essentially an online rallying point tinue to be updated after October 14.
Bob Janelle is a freelance journalist
for supporters, providing tools to try
to enlist bloggers in support of the who has plied his trade at the Citizen
campaign. Examples include a side- and Kingston’s Whig-Standard. A bibar widget for bloggers that displays lingual grad of Algonquin’s J-School,
Mr. Layton’s Twitter stream, and an where he won awards for both writing
easy-to-use interface for adding (non- and photography, he is a self-confessed
flattering) captions to a photo of Mr. video game addict.
Harper.
Microblogging service Twitter is
All the news that doesn’t fit
getting a pretty big work-out (particuin print is on the SCANsite
larly with an American election going
on at the same time.) All the parties
have Twitter streams going with Mr.
www.nationalcapitalscan.ca
Harper, Mr. Layton and the Green’s
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Global growth
Solace Systems increases its global footprint with the addition of offices in Atlanta, Palo Alto and Tokyo. The supplier
of high-speed, low-latency content networking hardware says the new offices
will improve relations with customers
and distributors, and provide new business opportunities, among other advantages. “Expanding our footprint within
the United States and Asia will help us
accelerate the migration from software
to hardware-based content processing
and routing,” says Craig Betts, CEO.
“These new geographies will allow us to
expand our coverage of the financial services and service provider markets and
expand our presence within other dataintensive industries.” Solace’s technology increases the speed and efficiency of
content distribution, taking the place of
software-based middleware that can no
longer keep up with rising data volumes
and requirements for lower latency.

Vegas deal,
Kanata cuts
March Networks cuts its global workforce by eight percent or about 20 positions, most of them workers in Kanata.
The company employs approximately
180 people in Ottawa and 260 globally.
Calling the cuts a “small reduction,”
Peter Wilenius, VP, investor relations,

says the layoffs were “related to aligning
our operating costs as communicated
earlier, as we have the intent to be profitable this year.” In unrelated news, the
company has won a deal to provide the
Regional Transportation Commission
of Southern Nevada with mobile video
surveillance solutions to enhance security. The company says RTC is using
its wireless monitoring equipment and
vehicle diagnostics gear on para-transit and fixed-route buses that serve the
greater Las Vegas Valley, including the
Vegas Strip. RTC has already deployed
March Networks’ mobile recorders on
more than 190 of its 520 vehicles.

Deal with
Honeywell co.
Ensyn Technologies Inc. will soon get
the chance to use its technology for the
purpose it was intended, having signed
a letter of intent with Honeywell-owned
UOP LLC to jointly exploit its Rapid
Thermal Processing (RTP) technology
to convert forestry and agricultural residual biomass into bio-oil for power
and heating. The co-venture would
also accelerate R&D efforts to refine
the bio-oil into green gasoline, green
diesel and green jet fuels on a commercial scale. “We are very pleased to
align ourselves with UOP, the world’s
leading refining technology company,
in order to jointly develop applications
for transport fuels and to help us market
our unique technology to the transport
fuels sector as well as the heating and

power markets,” says Ensyn chairman
and CEO Dr. Robert Graham. “We
believe this alliance will generate multiple commercial breakthroughs in the
biomass-to-energy world.” Ensyn’s
technology was originally developed to
produce an alternative to expensive oil
in the ’70s, but found a market producing chemicals when the price of oil subsequently fell. The company expects to
finalize terms for the venture in Q4.

More coverage
RAMTelecom Inc. widens its satellite network coverage, hooking up with
Intelsat General Corp. in a service
agreement that will give RAMTelecom
access to the Washington, DC company’s worldwide satellite network. Ottawa-based RAMTelecom says the deal
will centralize telecom needs for the
international branches of its large enterprise clients, and also strengthen its
new Global IP satellite service for ISPs,
mining and oil and gas operations, and
communities in the north.

Initial deployment
Kinaxis Inc.’s supply-chain management tool is deployed by Taiwanese wireless solutions maker Microelectronics
Technology Inc. (MTI) at its manufacturing facilities in Hsinchu, Taiwan, and
Wuxi, China. The Ottawa-based provider
of the on-demand services for manufac-

turers partnered with systems integrator
Genesis Technology Inc. in this initial
deployment of RapidResponse for MTI.
The solution will allow the customer to
balance demand and supply to meet delivery targets, while reducing inventory
levels, according to Kinaxis.

Asian subsidiary
BTI Systems opens shop in China,
having teamed up with Wuhan FiberHome Networks Co. Ltd. (FHN)
to expand business in Asia. The Ottawa-based photonics company will
co-develop new products with FHN,
leverage its carrier-grade packet optical
networking technologies and FHN’s
expertise in Ethernet switches, Internet
protocol routing technology and hi-def
video systems. BTI says it is planning
to hire 15 Chinese staff at the new
Shanghai division, which will strengthen ties with its Asian partners as well
as with FHN. The new partnership will
also give BTI access to FHN’s parent
company FiberHome Group, home to
9,000 employees and the first organization to pull optical fibre in China.

Securing Dubai Bank
CRYPTOCard’s two-factor authentication technology is selected by an
Islamic bank in the United Arab Emirates to enhance security. Dubai Bank,
which claims it operates in compliance
with Shariah Law and is therefore “fully
ethical,” says it chose CRYPTOCard to
protect itself and corporate customers

from password and ID theft risks following the update of its website and online
channel platforms.

DMTI opens
Ottawa office
Markham-headquartered DMTI Spatial opens an office in Ottawa’s Minto
Business Centre on Laurier Ave. With
plans to enlarge its initial staff of two,
the privately owned location information management company comes to
the capital to be nearer government
clients as well as location intelligence
analysts. While providing location
services for enterprises including oil
prospecting and media marketing,
DMTI gives Canada’s academic community affordable access to maps for
education in business, social sciences,
and geographic research.

100th conversion
Wrapped Apps’ beta software ElastX
converts its 100th software application
for use on the Internet. The Kanatabased company, which “rents” software applications, specializes in software-as-a-service applications using
Internet architecture to power applications for large numbers of users.
More, see Nuggets, page 10

Why Search A Few Technology Jobs In
Ottawa When You Can Scan Over 1,000?
Ottawa’s most comprehensive web site for up to date news on the local
advanced technology sector is also where you’ll find current listings for
virtually all technology jobs in Ottawa. If you’re looking to hire or be hired,
stop searching and start scanning.
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to destroy cancer cells and is currently
doing clinical research for its lead drug,
JX-594, which targets liver and lung
cancer, and other solid tumours. JX-594
uses the Vaccinia Virus, the main component in smallpox vaccine.

Expertise Alberta
bound
Software and services provider Black
Coral Inc. is among a group of Canadian companies contributing to an incident management system initiated the
Alberta Emergency Management
Agency. The Ottawa-based company,
which is working with project partners
such as Bell, Enhanced Data Solutions, AGSI and Aizan, specializes in
integrated products that facilitate information exchange for first responders and military personnel during
emergency or tactical operations.

Funding goal
exceeded
Biopharmaceutical firm Jennerex Inc.
raises gross proceeds of US$8.3 million
in its Series-B round, $300,000 more than
was initially sought. The company, which
has large R&D operations in Ottawa, says
the funding will be used for working capital over the next 18 months. Based in San
Francisco, Jennerex engineers viruses

company under the name XtremeEDA USA. “Leading innovators
know that getting it right means getting to market on schedule, and that
means fastest time-to-revenue,” says
Claude Cloutier, president of XtremeEDA. “Having a single organization with this skill set that has earned
the trust of our clients lowers both
the outsourcing transaction costs and
project risks substantially.”

First commercial
customer
OSI Geospatial Inc.’s US operations
finds the company’s first commercial
customer for its security assessment
business. The Ottawa-based company, which works primarily with
military clients, says it is providing
integrated vulnerability assessments
for Texas Petrochemicals at its facilities in the Sabine-Neches port region of Texas.

XtremeEDA
merges

Agency: McGill
Buckley Inc. Corp., an
Ottawa’s
XtremeEDA
Contact: Nadine Buckley 613-728-4199 ext: 21
outsourcing company which designs
Date:
12/14/07
complex computer chips, acquires
Client: Texas-based
National Capital electronic
Scan
Austin,
deRef:
240003-House Ad—1/2 page
sign
company
ESLX. Now a wholly
owned subsidiary of XtremeEDA,
ESLX will operate as a US-based

Bright onboard,
dealing at Altitude

government departments and as part of its
project to double the number of regional
base stations in its WiMAX network to
600. Miami’s Brightstar, which specializes in customized distribution and integrated supply chain solutions for the
wireless industry, operates in 50 countries
on six continents.

Australian Broadcasting Corporation
(ABC) with its latest SuperFlex technology and expertise to modernize the PNG
network. UGL Infrastructure will implement the new uplink system and provide
in-country support. ABC is working with
the Australian Government Overseas Aid
program, to provide PNG with a next
generation radio broadcasting system.

TO reseller signed
Natural Converge Inc.’s flagship product Silhouette is selected by Toronto’s
About Communications, to provide
hosted voice services for SMBs. The Ottawa-based VoIP software applications
provider says the deal will include About
Communications signing on to NCI’s
Flashpoint channel marketing program,
to resell Silhouette as a replacement to
premise-based voice equipment such as
key systems and small PBXs.

DragonWave Inc. continues to find international success, winning new deployment deals in France through major telecom firm Altitude Infrastructure. The
Ottawa-based company will also soon see
its AirPair and Horizon products in new
WiMAX installations in the Caribbean
and Latin America, having signed on with
global reseller Brightstar Corp. Altitude International Datacasting CorporaInfrastructure, a subsidiary of Altitude tion (IDC) is tasked by Australia’s naGroup, is continuing to use DragonWave tional public broadcaster to upgrade
Proof: P1
technology to offer high capacity ethernet the Papua New Guinea (PNG) radio
Insertion:as N/A
Pub: NCSacn
Color:Col
backhaul
part of its rollout of WiMAX
network. Ottawa-based
IDC, which
Size: 10.25”
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h
broadband services across France. Since provides solutions
for the
distribution
2004, Altitude has selected DragonWave of broadband content via satellite, says
products for ethernet deployments in four it has received an order to supply the

IDC-ABC-PNG deal

In with Schmooze
PIKA Technologies Inc.’s latest telephony application is adopted by
Wisconsin-based Schmooze Communications for its new line of business
telephone systems. Ottawa based PIKA
says its WARP technology, a computer
replacement with plug-in voice cards
for voice-application, will be integrated into Schmooze’s PBXAct openstandard business telephone systems.
“We’re thrilled to welcome an innovative PBX system builder like Schmooze
Communications to our growing community of PIKA WARP users,” enthuses Terry Atwood, PIKA’s VP of
sales, marketing and customer care.
“We created the appliance expressly to
provide customers like Schmooze with
an embedded solution ideal for featurerich and cost-effective phone systems
for business.”

Why Hunt For News Of Ottawa’s
Advanced Technology Community
When You Can Scan It All?
Pundits and bloggers, orbits and nuggets, people on the move and companies that are shaking things up. If it’s
happening anywhere in the local advanced technology industry it’s being scanned. Ottawa’s most comprehensive
and current source for news on the local advanced technology community is national capital SCAN. Stay up to
date by taking a scan for yourself, in print monthly or updated daily at www.nationalcapitalscan.ca.
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In the tough times, look to who’s toughing it out successfully
and offer some opinions and advice with
specific examples of thriving
species.
First the why. Investors invest into
ANDREW WAITMAN venture capital when
they believe that the potential return of more money, in
the future, exceeds the perceived risks of
losing that money. Investors avoid investuring a famine, there is no short- ing in venture capital when they believe
age of opinion by “experts” that they can earn more money with less
about who is to blame and how it risk in alternative places or at another
might be solved. Those affected do their time. To say this is to be accused of statbest to survive and those
ing the obvious, but venresponsible to improve There are models ture firms generally and
the situation do a great
those that have operated
for the new
deal of hand wringing.
specifically in Ottawa
Nature takes its time,
business reality have yet to demonstrate
but the suffering eventureasonable returns for
in Ottawa. We
ally ends either because
the significant risks of
there is noone or nothing should learn from investing in a long term
left to evoke pity or the
and extremely illiquid
these models
environmental circumasset class.
stances change.
The dearth of Ottaand embrace
Is famine an appropriwa venture capital has
their insights
ate metaphor for the curunique regional reasons
rent state of Canadian about how great in addition to specificalventure capital? I believe
dynamics.
companies can lyTheCanadian
it is because it offers a
Canadian venture
model to discuss causal- be built in Ottawa ecosystem suffers from
ity and consequences.
structural dewithout venture numerous
As a result, it also offers
ficiencies. Furthermore,
an opportunity to concapital.
the general venture ensider survival adaptavironment stills suffers
tion. In our local Ottawa pond (puddle) from the (1994-2000) boom – bust (2001the venture capital water has evaporated. 2008) cycle. Exacerbating venture capital
This raises two important questions: problems is an extremely pessimistic
Why has this happened? And how should Wall Street, which is avoiding illiquid aspeople and companies adapt to survive? I sets as a result of the sub-debt crisis and
will wade into this complex conundrum its depression-threatening fallout.

Money Talks

D

Canada lacks a sufficiently robust gene city and country. In some cases they companies have in common is that they
pool of venture investors who have con- will be successful. Others are seeking have grown organically with modest
sistently demonstrated that they are capa- capital from other non-traditional ven- amounts of initial capital into world
ble of sourcing, selecting, nurturing and ture firms such as hedge funds, high net class competitors in their respective
then successfully selling early-stage com- worth individuals or corporations.
market spaces by providing great serpanies. As a result of this lack of venture
I have been thinking about this vices to global customers. All of them
success, returns are low or negative and on-coming famine of funds for some began as service companies. Some defew Canadian institutional investors are time. My new perspective is that we veloped products to enhance their serinterested in participating in the asset could learn a great deal from start-up vices. Though service start-ups are often
class. Among the many other
frowned upon by venture capivariables that contribute to the Canada lacks a sufficiently robust gene talists due to their lower leverreturns problem is an over-inage and longer growth time
pool of venture investors who have frames, they provide a much
vestment in too many startups. There are now no venture
consistently demonstrated that they tighter feedback loop between
firms in Ottawa with available
customer need and revenue
are capable of sourcing, selecting,
capital so this problem will has
results.
reversed dramatically, with
There are more examples
nurturing and then successfully
most Ottawa start-ups finding
in Ottawa of great companies
selling early-stage companies.
venture capital very difficult
built without venture capital
to secure.
that
compete successfully
So what should entrepreneurs and companies and the entrepreneurs be- internationally. We need to understand
others do to adapt to the new funding hind such companies as Fidus, Pythian, and learn from these examples, and
famine?
Macadamian, MXI and Fuel Indus- celebrate their success, because they
First, recognize that a significant tries. These are the models for the new show the way to the future for Ottaenvironmental change has occurred. reality in Ottawa. We should learn from wa’s next generation of high technolExecutives, boards and entrepreneurs these business models and embrace their ogy entrepreneurs in light of the new
must accept this environment and make insights about how great companies venture capital funding reality.
different decisions as a result. Some are can be built in Ottawa without venture
Andrew Waitman is managing partsourcing venture capital outside the capital. What these very successful ner of Blackswan Ventures Inc.
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